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We thank for your comments and questions. Here are our responeses.

Line 71: You assume that coccolith shape is spherical. But, most coccolith is flat and
disc shape. Disc shape should sink down slowly through water column. Why do you
assume that coccolith shape is spherical? What is the difference between sphere and
disc shape.

Response: Here we did not assume that coccoliths are spherical. We calculate the
sinking process of spherical particles just to prove that the assumption that particles
reach termination sinking almost at once. The sinking speed of coccolith is about 29%
as that of spherical particles with same size (Zhang et al., 2018, Figure 6a). We will
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make it clear in our manuscript.

Supporting Information Line 4: Figure S1. F. profunda should be italic.

Response: Done.

How do you estimate density of sediment particles / unit volume? High particle density
should interfere each other.

Response: This is a very good question. Since it is difficult to estimate the number of
particles in the suspension, we use the bulk sediment mass in a certain amount of to
liquid to replace the real density of particles. We reconmand that no more than 400mg
bulk sediment in 100ml suspension to aviod a significant sinking velocity reduction
(∼5%). We estimate this number in the previous work (Zhang et al., 2018) following
the work by Richardson and Zaki (1954) and assuming that the sediment is composed
of 50% calcite (with a density of 2.7 g cm-3) and 50% clay (about 1.7 g cm-3).

Why don’t you use flow cytometry method for separating small particles in water?

Response: There are two works on coccolith/coccolithophore separation based on flow
cytometry (Halloran et al., 2009; Langley et al., 2020), which provide another fast and
convenience solution. However, for many laboratories, a flow cytometry is not always
affordable compared with centrifuge. Our method does not need specific equipment
which could benefit for most of groups willing to work on coccolith isotope records.
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